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A formulation of local GPS tropospheric tomography for determining 4-D distribution of refractivity in the
troposphere is presented together with a preliminary analysis of local dense GPS campaign data. Dividing the
modeling space up to a height of 10 km above GPS receivers into cells, the refractivity in each cell is estimated in a
successive time window by a tomographic reconstruction method in a quite similar manner like the seismic velocity
in each cell in Earth’s interior is estimated in seismic tomography. The basic data for tomography are GPS slant
delays for respective pairs of station and satellite, which are the sum of postfit phase residual, hydrostatic and wet
slant delay. On the other hand, the slant delay from a station to a satellite is expressed by the summation of the
product of path length and refractivity in each cell along the ray path. In a given time window, we have numerous
observed slant delays corresponding to different ray trajectories, and the refractivity in each cell can be estimated
by discrete inversion and least squares methods. The observational equations are usually singular so that we use
a damped least squares method popular in seismic tomography. An example of real data analysis is given for the
1995 Shigaraki GPS campaign data, which reveals the spatial and temporal change of refractivity corresponding to
the passage of ‘cold front’.
1. Introduction
GPS has recently revealed the detailed crustal deformation
with a spatially and temporally high resolution. However,
the precision of GPS measurement has still some limitation
caused by the excess path delay (EPD) of GPS signal due to
the ionosphere (ionosphere refraction) and the neutral atmo-
sphere (tropospheric refraction). EPD in the ionosphere is
eliminated to a practical level using a linear combination of
dual frequency observables, Lc, but that in the troposphere
remains an obstacle preventing high precision in geodesy.
Conversely, GPS delay signals include the information of
tropospheric structure and can be used to determine the struc-
ture, which in turn improves the accuracy of determination
of GPS receiver positions. So-called GPS meteorology aims
at retrieving the atmospheric structure from the GPS signals
and the improvement of geodetic accuracy by utilizing the
retrieved atmospheric structure. At present, the tropospheric
zenith delays are usually estimated in routine GPS analyses,
and the horizontal gradients of tropospheric path delay have
recently been included (e.g. Bar-Sever and Kroger, 1998).
In future, a large number of GPS array data will deter-
mine both the 4-D tropospheric structure and the positions
of receivers. This simultaneous determination procedurewill
improve both estimates of tropospheric structure and receiver
positions, and is therefore a joint goal of GPS meteorology
and geodesy. On the other hand, seismic tomography has
extensively revealed 3-D velocity structures in the Earth’s
interior (e.g. Iyer and Hirahara, 1993). In the following, us-
ing a reconstruction technique of seismic tomography, we
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present a tomographic formulation for determining the lo-
cal 4-D refractivity distribution in the troposphere above a
dense array of GPS receivers using the result obtained from
a standard GPS analysis, and give an example of real data
analysis using GPS data obtained at a dense array of GPS re-
ceivers in Shigaraki on November, 1995. Flores et al. (2000)
have recently presented almost the same formulation of 4-D
tropospheric tomography but they used a different solving
technique of singular decomposition and Kalman filtering.
2. Formulation of 4-D Tropospheric Tomography
The tropospheric EPD is expressed by
L =
∫
[n(s) − 1]ds + [S − G]. (1)
In the first term, the integral is performed along the line
increment ds of straight ray path from a receiver to a GPS
satellite, and n is refractive index along the path. The second
term indicates the geometric delaydue to raypath bending. In
seismic tomography, this ray bending effect is so large that
the nonlinear inversion is necessary together with 3-D ray
tracing. Fortunately, in GPS tomography, this ray bending
[S−G] for relatively larger elevation angleswhich are used in
usual GPS analyses is so small that we can ignore (Ichikawa
et al., 1995). Accordingly, we can use the straight ray path
and a linear inversion, which simplifies the problem than in
seismic tomography in this sense.
Usually, instead of the refractive index n, the refractivity
N is used and is written as,
N = [n − 1]106 (2)
= k1(P/T ) + k ′2(Pv/T )Z−1v + k3(Pv/T 2)Z−1v (3)
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where P , Pv , T and Zv are the total atmospheric pressure,
the water vapor pressure, the absolute temperature and the
compressibility ofwater vapor, and k1, k ′2 and k3 are empirical
coefficients (e.g. Thayer, 1974). In Eq. (3), the first term and
the other terms are called the hydrostatic Nh and wet Nw






[Nh(s) + Nw(s)]ds. (4)
In the zenith delay Lz which is integrated along the zenith
direction in Eq. (4), the first term is called zenith hydrostatic
delay, which can be estimatedwith a sufficient precision from
the surface pressure value (Elgered et al., 1991). Dividing
the modeling space in the troposphere above receivers into
cells as in Fig. 1, and assuming the refractivity is constant
within each cell, Eq. (4) is expressed by the summation of









where Nst and Nk are the refractivity from the receiver to the
model space and in cell k, and Sst and Sk are the path
length from the receiver to the model space and that in cell
k, respectively. This is the observational equation for GPS
tropospheric tomography, where the unknownparameters are
refractivities Nst and Nk for each receiver and cell k.
For each epoch, a set of Eq. (5) for pairs of receiver and
satellite can be obtained. For a given epoch, a receiver can
have only 8–10 satellites on average, and the sufficient path
coverage to resolve 3-D distribution of refractivity cannot
usually be attained. Therefore, assuming almost constant
refractivity values in cells for an appropriate timewindow,we
need to stack all GPS phase data to determine the refractivity
distribution in a time window during which satellites move
and the sufficient path coverage is possible. Here, we simply
determine the distribution of refractivity independently in
each time window.
Fig. 1. Divided cells and a ray path from a receiver station to a GPS satellite.
Nst and Nk are refractivities from the receiver to the model space and in
cell k. Sst and Sk are the path lengths from the receiver to the model
space and in cell k, respectively.
In a time window, we have a set of observational equations
of (5), and use a vector notation as
d = Gm (6)
where d is a data vector of EPD, G is a coefficient matrix
containing path lengths, andm is a unknown vector of refrac-
tivity. Then, we use a usual damped least squares method
popular in seismic tomography (e.g. Hirahara, 1977; Menke,
1984) which minimizes
|d− Gm|2 +mTm (7)
wheremT represents the transpose ofm, and is a diagonal
damping matrix whose i-th diagonal element is the ratio of
the variance of data σ 2d and a priori variance of i-th parameter
σ 2mi . Then we get the solution
m∗ = (GTG + )−1GTd (8)
and the resolution matrix R, which gives a measure of reso-
lution of the solution as m∗ = Rm, and a model covariance
matrix Cm are
R = (GTG + )−1GTG (9)
Cm = σ 2∗d (GTG + )−1GTG(GTG + )−1 (10)
where
σ 2∗d = |d− Gm|2/(nd − nm) (11)
and nd and nm are the number of data and unknown param-
eters.
3. Production of Slant EPD as Data for Tomogra-
phy
Slant EPD, which is a fundamental data set for GPS to-
mography, was firstly measured by Ware et al. (1997). In
a standard GPS analysis, the daily position of receiver and
the zenith delay for a few hours each are simultaneously es-
timated using a daily GPS data set. In the usual analysis,
assuming a standard atmospheric condition and a model to
compute an initial value of zenith delay, the correction for
the EPD value is estimated.
Fig. 2. Horizontal map of the receiver distribution (solid circles) and the
cell configuration.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of wet refractivity for central cells obtained by tomography in the east-west vertical section for 0–2, 4–6, 8–10 and 12–14 o’clock on
day 318. Dots indicate the centers of cells.
Weproduce the slant EPD froma receiver toward a satellite
as,
L = LzhoMh(θ)+LzwoMw(θ)+LzcMw(θ)+Lr .
(12)
Here,Lzho,Lzwo andLzc are initial computed value of
hydrostatic and wet zenith delays and its estimated correc-
tion value, respectively. Mh(θ) and Mw(θ) are hydrostatic
and wet delay mapping functions for an elevation angle of θ .
The last term Lr is the postfit residual EPD which is the
difference between the observed phase and the calculated one
from the estimated parameters such as the receiver position,
the zenith delay and biases in the GPS analysis. The hydro-
static zenith delay derived from the surface pressure value is
subtracted from the zenith delay in Eq. (12), and then only
the wet delay is obtained.
Equation (5) is for one way phase between a receiver and
a satellite. Because an analysis software of GIPSY based on
one way phase observational equations, which we employed
in this study, produce the phase residualLr , we use directly
this equation. Since other softwares GAMIT and BERNESE
employ double difference phase observational equations, the
double difference EPD equations for tomography should be
used in these cases, though one way phase residuals have
recently been calculated for visual inspection of residuals
employing sky plot of them. One way EPD has only appar-
ently no clock errors of satellites and receivers, but actually
has effects of incorrect estimation of clock biases. Dou-
ble difference EPD includes completely no clock errors, and
hence the data quality is superior to that of one way EPD.
However, since four ray paths contribute to one double dif-
ference EPD, it may happen that the refractivity values in the
cells which are located far away from each other are not well
resolved. Thus, one way and double difference EPD have
their advantage and disadvantage, and the comparative study
of the use of these data will be needed.
4. An Example of Analysis: 1995 Shigaraki GPS
Campaign
We briefly describe an example of tropospheric tomogra-
phy analysis using the 1995 Shigaraki GPS campaign data.
On November 13–17 in 1995, a GPS campaign for GPS tro-
pospheric tomographywas executed in Shigaraki, whereMU
radar of Radio Atmospheric Science Center, Kyoto Univer-
sity (34.9◦N, 136.1◦E), is located. As in Fig. 2, we set 24
GPS dual frequency receivers densely along roads almost in
an east-west line with the distance of 6 km, considering the
predominant west wind in this season. Actually, the wind
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Fig. 4. Comparison of wet refractivity profile for central cells by obtained by tomography for 4–6 o’clock (triangles) and for the radiosonde observation
released around 5 o’clock (circles) on day 318 (left) and on 319 (right). Solid triangles represent the refractivity values in cells corresponding to the
paths of flying radiosondes.
blew almost from the west to the east throughout the pe-
riod of observation. All stations were located between 300–
500 m in height. The elevation cut-off angles were set to be
15 degrees, but the actual elevation angles for the observed
satellites were larger because of site conditions in the field.
Because of power supply, the GPS observations at 11 sites
using battery weremade for 8 hours (0–8UT), while the con-
tinuous observations weremade at the other GPS sites. Since
the GPS observations were intensively executed on two days,
14th and 15th (day 318 and 319), we analyzed these data. We
made some radiosonde observations at the site close to the
MU radar site, and we can compare the tomographic result
of refractivity with the refractivity profiles by radiosonde.
We use Precise Point Positioning (PPP) of GIPSY to deter-
mine the tropospheric zenith delays and postfit residuals for
each 5 minutes, because we employ the satellite clock values
determined for each 5 minutes by JPL global analyses. Then
we produce slantwet delays by subtracting hydrostatic zenith
delays from the zenith delays in Eq. (12) for each 5 minutes.
The cold front passed by around noon on day 318, and
then the rain stopped and the clear sky appeared later. Cor-
respondingly, the estimated zenith delay corrections were
changing from about 17 cm at 0–10 o’clock to 9 cm at noon
on day 318 and remained to be a level of 8–10 cm later.
We set the configuration of 9× 3× 7 cells in Fig. 2. The
size of central east-west cell is 1× 3× 1 ∼ 3.5 km, and that
of peripheral cells is 1 ∼ 10 × 10 × 1 ∼ 10 km. We divide
2-day data into 24 time windows with 2 hours and estimate
the refractivity distribution in each time window. Since the
peripheral cell size is large, we use the following large damp-
ing values. Assuming a priori uncertainties of σd = 5 cm,
σmst = 3 cm for receiver refractivity, σmcell = 0.9 cm for
cell refractivity, we use the values of diagonal element of
damping matrix, 3.0 and 30.0 for receiver and cell refrac-
tivity, respectively. The average sizes of slant delays, the
postfit residuals of GIPSY, and the residuals after refractiv-
ity tomography are 23.76 cm, 1.02 cm and 0.68 cm for day
318, and 14.04 cm, 0.96 cm and 0.59 cm for day 319, respec-
tively. Thus, we could get smaller residuals by introducing
4-D refractivity variations. In spite of large damping val-
ues used, most of central east-west cells have the diagonal
elements of resolution matrix greater than 0.7, indicating a
good resolution of the central cells. Accordingly, we show
the results only for central cells.
Figures 3 show the distribution of refractivity in the east-
west vertical section for central cells for the time window of
0–2, 4–6, 8–10, 12–14 o’clock on day 318. As the cold front
was passing, the wet air with high refractivity was downgo-
ing and the air became dry. The wet refractivity distribution
remained at small values and was not so variable after the
passage of the cold front. Finally, we show the comparison
of the refractivity distribution by tomography with the re-
fractivity profile by radiosonde observation. Figure 4 shows
the comparison of refractivity profile for central cells for 4–
6 o’clock and for radiosonde observation released around
5 o’clock on day 318 and 319, respectively. Especially, the
wet refractivity values in the cells corresponding to the paths
of radiosondes are marked by solid triangles. This indicates
thewet refractivity distribution obtained byGPS tomography
agrees well with the radiosonde observations.
5. Discussions and Conclusions
As in seismic tomography, we present a formulation of lo-
cal GPS tropospheric tomography and a way to produce slant
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EPD as tomographic data using processed GPS data. There
are other regularization techniques such as an introduction of
smoothness criterion in solving singular normal equations.
Or, if we have a priori information on refractivity distribu-
tion mo derived from other observations such as frequent
radiosonde observations, we would have a better imposed
closeness to this a priori distribution: (m − mo)TC−1mo(m −
mo) instead of the second term in Eq. (7), where Cmo is a
priori covariance matrix of mo. The smoothness in the time
domain or Kalman filter-like approaches as in Flores et al.
(2000)maybe introduced in future, thoughwe simply inverse
independently in a successive time window here.
While our approach is very simple, the local GPS tropo-
spheric tomography is very hopeful for retrieving small scale
4-D refractivity structure. The application of our approach to
GPS data of the 1995 Shigaraki GPS campaign has provided
temporal and spatial properties of a passing cold front.
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